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요 약

본 논문은 블록체인 기술에서 탈중앙화된 시스템 접근 방식을 활용하여 차량 인터넷(IoV)에서 신뢰할 수 있는 데

이터 공유 체계를 제안한다. 스마트 계약에 기초한 인센티브 메커니즘을 채택하여, 차량은 올바른 교통 정보 메시지

를 정직하게 공유함으로써 시스템으로부터 특정한 보상을 받게 된다. 이후 차량은 평판 등급을 생성하여 수신되는

모든 정보 메세지를 검증함으로서 메시지에 대한 신뢰성을 유지한다. 한편 네트워크 성능을 분석하기 위해 이산 이

벤트 시뮬레이터를 사용하여 IoT 네트워크를 시뮬레이션하였고, 인센티브 모델은 분산형 접근 방식의 이더리움 스마

트 계약을 활용하여 설계하였다.

ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a reliable data sharing scheme on the internet of vehicles (IoV) by utilizing blockchain technology

for constructing a decentralized system approach. In our model, to maintain the credibility of the information messages sent

by the vehicles to the system, we propose a reputation rating mechanism, in which neighboring vehicles validate every

received information message. Furthermore, we incorporate an incentive mechanism based on smart contracts, so that vehicles

will get certain rewards from the system when they share correct traffic information messages. We simulated the IoV

network using a discrete event simulator to analyze network performance, whereas the incentive model is designed by

leveraging the smart contract available in the Ethereum platform.
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smart cities. IoV is designed to improve

traffic safety, reduce road accidents, and

conceive an efficient transportation system

[1]. It enables vehicles to be longer

cognizant of traffic situations by sharing

road-related information messages with

nearby vehicles, such as safety alerts,

accident information, and traffic jams at

specific times and locations.

Despite the above advantages, the

traditional IoV framework, which is based

on a centralized approach, has trouble

addressing critical challenges associated

with user data protection and privacy. In

this context, where data management is

centralized on a central server, the Single

Point of Failure (SPoF) issues may cause

the risk of user information being possibly

exposed [2]. As a result, IoV network

members could be reluctant to share data

containing sensitive information, for

instance, driving preferences, vehicle

numbers, and user identities.

Furthermore, the risk of self-centered

inclination may discourage participants'

desire to work together in maintaining the

IoV system. The problem shifts even worse

when the malicious vehicle exists and

conducts various adversarial activities,

such as gathering the user's private

information that endangers privacy

protection for their profit and providing

incorrect information messages to

jeopardize traffic safety in the IoV

network system.

This paper utilizes a decentralized

approach of blockchain technology to

tackle the drawback of a conventional data

management system in IoV. We also

leverage smart contracts to facilitate data

sharing transactions among involved

vehicles and form an appropriate incentive

mechanism. The system enforces every

vehicle to provide and share the correct

message by allowing the nearby vehicles to

validate every information message

received by generating a reputation rating.

Hence, vehicles will get certain rewards

from the system if they honestly share

correct traffic information messages. The

rewards are obtained based on the

vehicle's contribution; the more they share

the correct message, the more they get the

rewards. As a result, this incentive

motivates vehicles to sustain data sharing

activities correctly to form a trusted data

management system in the IoV network.

The rest of this paper is organized as

follows: Section 2 describes problem

definition based on traditional vehicular

ad-hoc networks and centralized incentive

mechanism. Then, we present the design

architecture of the IoV-blockchain,

including its detailed procedures in

Section 3. We demonstrate the proposed

design by analyzing security and

evaluating performance in Section 4.

Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

II. Background

2.1 Traditional Data Management System in

Vehicular Networks

Vehicles and roadside units (RSUs) are

the main nodes in the data sharing

process in vehicular networks (VNs)

environments. They communicate with

each other by forming vehicle-to-vehicle

(V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)

communication. These two types of

communications refer to dedicated

short-range communication (DSRC)

standards that facilitate single or

multi-hop communication among VNs

entities [3]. Vehicles have simple

communication and computation

capabilities supported by on-board units
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(OBUs), consisting of various sensing

devices. RSUs are stationed along the

road, providing wireless communications

from roadside infrastructure to vehicles

and acting intermediaries between vehicles

and a central server.

The data sharing process starts while

vehicles automatically identify

traffic-related events using their sensing

devices and broadcast that information

message to the network. All involved

entities in the same coverage area of VNs

receive the broadcasted information

message from the vehicle sender. Then,

RSUs manage data sharing transactions

among vehicles and periodically store all

transactions in the centralized server as a

permanent data center. However, a

centralized server still faces privacy and

security risks, potentially revealing and

stealing users' sensitive data without

considering approval from the user itself.

In this regard, service providers might

trade user data that arbitrarily use it for

their benefit. Moreover, the attackers can

easily manipulate the broadcasted data

from the vehicle sender by utilizing an

insecure wireless communication

ecosystem. Further, SPoF problem will

still occur in a centralized server, where a

single failure possibly influences the whole

system operation. Therefore, the future

VNs must consider those centralized

server shortcomings to facilitate a trusted

data management system.

2.2 Conventional Incentive Mechanism

A voluntary-based data sharing process

might cause vehicles' poor enthusiasm

because the system does not give

appropriate compensation or benefits for

the involved vehicles [4]. Moreover, they

may likewise be uninterested in sharing

their data due to the nature of

self-centered inclination. Therefore, the

incentive mechanism motivates vehicles as

data owners to positively support the

process of data sharing transactions in the

VNs system. Thus, vehicles will get

certain rewards from the system if they

honestly share the correct traffic

information messages.

The current incentive mechanism, for

instance, reputation-based incentive [5]

and monetary-based incentive [6], enables

a trusted third party (TTP) and vehicles

(members) to form simple transactions

with a centralized approach. Here, TTP

gives incentives to involved members in

the data sharing transaction as well as

keeps the whole data transaction in the

centralized database server. In this sense,

TTP controls the incentive scheme and the

entire system orchestration with the

absolute authority as a service provider.

However, due to the risk SPoF and

untrusted environment (including

untrusted vehicles), VNs members could

be reluctant to share data containing

sensitive information, such as, driving

preferences, vehicle numbers, and user

identities. Therefore, privacy and security

issues must be considered for the future

VNs incentive mechanism in maintaining

system reliability and sustainability with

the long-term participation of the

members.

2.3 Decentralized Trusted Data Management

System

Since Nakamoto introduced Bitcoin in

2009 [7], leveraging blockchain technology

for achieving secure and decentralized

solutions has lately been gaining

significant attention both from academia

or industries. On the other hand,
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Symbol Description

 The sending vehicles

 The neighboring vehicles


The traffic information messages


The message reputation rating




The trust value rating of 

 The recorder smart contract

 The consensus smart contract




The credibility of 


The new block that already

authenticated


The reward obtained by 


The reward obtained by 

Table 1. Notation summary.

Fig. 1. The framework of IoV-blockchain.

blockchain itself is an open database that

guarantees data security by supporting

trustworthy and anonymous transactions

without requiring any intermediaries and

its transaction recorded on the distributed

and immutable ledger [8]. Here, all

transactions are marked with a

timestamp, and then a certain consensus

mechanism validates and stores the

verified transaction on the distributed

database network. Hence, the system

allows all involved participants in the

blockchain network to obtain an updated

ledger automatically. Moreover,

blockchain-based smart contracts can be

used to develop a fair incentive scheme

with a decentralized approach to overcome

the risks of a centralized incentive

approach. Therefore, it could be one

solution to effectively boost user

contribution and participation to maintain

the system safety and efficiency in a

secure and trusted framework.

III. The Framework of IoV-Blockchain

This paper proposes a trusted data

sharing management system by

empowering blockchain technology in IoV

networks with a decentralized approach.

Refers to [9], our proposed model consists

of three planes, i.e., vehicle network

plane, blockchain edge plane, and

blockchain network plane. Figure 1

illustrates the detailed architecture of our

proposed model. The vehicle network plane

provides communication among vehicles in

data sharing transaction related to traffic

conditions using V2V communication

standard. This plane also manages vehicle

registration, broadcasts the traffic

information message, and evaluates the

message correctness by generating a

reputation rating [10]. The blockchain

edge plane comprises distributed RSUs

that perform as the traffic managers to

handle the covered vehicle in a particular

radius range using V2I standard

communication. This plane plays a crucial

responsibility to validate the entire data

sharing transaction process in the system.

The blockchain network plane provides a

decentralized incentive mechanism to

motivate the participants to share their

data in order to maintain the system's

sustainability. Table 1 summarizes the

notation used in this paper. The detailed
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model is explained as follows.

There are two types of vehicles in our

scenario, i.e., the sending vehicles ( )

and the neighboring vehicles ( ). By

using V2V and V2I communication

standard, vehicles can communicate to

improve traffic safety and efficiency with

RSUs in the blockchain edge plane and

other vehicles in the vehicle network

plane. Before entering the IoV networks,

all vehicles must be registered to TTP to

be legitimate vehicles in access the

system's service [11].  automatically

collect traffic information messages ( 
)

using OBUs and broadcast it to the

system, whereas  evaluates the

credibility of the message (

) by the

following calculation method.



   
  (1)

where  
contains the specific time and

location of the occurred event,

 
     . We

consider  and  as two predefined

values that control the lower bound and

rate of 

refers to the distance ()

between  and  
. Hence, regarding

the scope of the message credibility, the

main factor is the distance. The closer the

distance of the vehicle from the center of

information (or the location of where the

event happens), the more it is considered

credible. The credible messages generate a

positive rating (+1); otherwise, a negative

rating (-1).

Then,  uploads the result of message

reputation rating (
) to the nearby

RSU, which has the role as an edge-node

infrastructure and traffic handler in the

IoV environment. Subsequently, RSU

aggregates the result using the recorder

smart contract () to generate the

trust value rating of  
(

) by

considering 
. It is worth noting that



is calculated based on the majority

rule, assuming that malicious vehicles

cannot control most of the vehicles in the

network. Then, 

will be validated in

the consensus smart contract () using

the pre-agreed consensus mechanism.

Here, a consensus mechanism is a set of

rules that should ensure the agreement of

the participating node is achieved to

generate a new block, along with

guarantees that all transactions are

trustworthy in the blockchain system.

Therefore, this paper considers the joint

proof of stake (PoS) and practical

byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT)

algorithm that offer several advantages for

our proposed model, including its

efficiency, maturity, and consistency. PoS

allows RSU with the more total value of



to be a leader in PBFT algorithm.

Further, PBFT algorithm permits the

presence of anomalous nodes (), where

   , among the number of nodes

() without harming the consensus result

[12].

In our scenario, RSUs are considered

the node participants who are eligible with

more extensive capability on computation

and storage to perform the consensus

mechanism than OBUs. Once the

consensus process has been completed, a

new block () is uploaded to the

blockchain network plane. The structure of

transaction block can be seen in Figure 2.

Consequently, the new block that
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Fig. 2. The structure of transaction block [13].

(a) The Daeyon region, Busan, Korea.

(b) The extracted map segment.

(c) Traffic in map segment (zoomed)

Fig. 3. Simulation scenario map.

already authenticated will automatically

be updated to the distributed RSUs in the

IoV network system. Thus,  and 

will obtain an appropriate incentive as the

reward ( 
) due to correctly providing

the traffic information message and

evaluate the message correctness,

respectively. In addition, we also consider

the punishment scheme to provide fairness

and prevent several attacks from malicious

vehicles. Hence, all vehicle participants

that behave maliciously, e.g.,

broadcasts fake information or 

generates a dishonest rating, will be

penalized by obtaining a low reputation

from the system. Consequently, the

malicious  cannot participate in data

sharing or broadcasts  
, whereas

malicious  cannot generate reputation

rating anymore through the network.

IV. Simulation and Results

We designed our proposed model into

three simulations setting that dissimilar

from one another, i.e., implementing IoV

network, , and . Inspired by

[13], we simulated the prototyped traffic

scenario using the simulation of urban

mobility (SUMO), supported by the

provided package OSMWebWizard. Figure

3 shows the traffic scenario simulation of

the Daeyon region, Busan, Korea. In order

to evaluate IoV network performance in

this scenario, we used the NS3 network

simulator by analyzing and verifying the

resulted mobility and trace file.

We consider implementing  using

Hyperledger Sawtooth that represents our

consensus smart contract. Hyperledger

Sawtooth is a new member of the

Hyperledger family. Here, Docker

containers are utilized to manage

blockchain application interface, smart
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Parameter Value

Number of vehicle 26

Number of  10

The type of routing protocol OLSR

MAC type IEEE 802.11p

WAVE ITS band 5,9 GHz

Transmission rate 2.048 Kbps

Data rate 6 Mbps

Fading model Nakagami fading

Propagation loss model Two-ray ground

packet interval 100 ms

Power transmission 20 dBm

Channel bandwidth 10 MHz

Simulation time 100 s

Table 2. Simulation parameters of IoV-Blockchain

Fig. 4. Trust value rating aggregation of 

contracts, and RSUs, representing

Sawtooth REST servers, transaction

processors, and validators, respectively.

We also prototyped  as an

appropriate incentive mechanism using

Ethereum smart contract, implemented by

the Ganache CLI-Truffle-Suite interface.

All numerical results were conducted on

Oracle VM Virtual Box that installed

Ubuntu 16.04, executed on computer

Core(TM) i5-4690 CPU Intel(R), 16.00 GB

RAM 3.50 GHz. An optimized link-state

routing protocol (OLSR) is used to form

an IoV network in this scenario. This

protocol is one of the protocol standards

that provide better performance in

wireless access for vehicular environments

(WAVE) [14]. Table 2 describes the

detailed setting of simulation parameters,

where there are the total of 26 vehicles

with ten vehicles acts to be the

neighboring vehicles  .

Using V2V communication, 

broadcasts  
to the IoV system. In

contrast,  placed 50 meters apart and

permitted to assess the message

correctness by generating 
to the

nearby blockchain edge plane (i.e., RSUs).

In terms of IoV network performance, we

consider packet delivery ratio (PDR) as an

essential parameter to be analyzed [15].

Figure 4 shows the trust value rating of

 
aggregated by  based on the

uploaded 
of the total 10  in the

various distance range. As the results, the

highest value is obtained on the lowest

distance (i.e. 50 meters) between  

and the occurred event with 0.943 of



. Contrary, the lowest value is

obtained on the highest distance (i.e.

within the range of 350-500 meters)

between  
and the occurred event with

0.7096 of 

. Therefore, these results

show that the closer the distance of the

vehicle from the center of information (or

the location of where the event happens),

the more it is considered credible.

In addition, we consider message

reception errors caused by overlapping

between vehicle's authentication requests

in the broadcast channel that influence

the vehicular network's performance, e.g.,

increases delay authentication and

decreases the total average of throughput.

Figure 5 shows the result of vehicle
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Fig. 7. Initial migration and deploying a contractFig. 6. Batch size vs throughput

Fig. 5. The result of vehicle overhead

overhead in 100s simulation time. As

pointed in the figure, we can see that

after 17 s of simulation time, the overhead

is nearly stable within the range of 0.2 to

0.25, and it even lightly reduces over

time. In terms of vehicle overhead, the

lower value indicates better performance of

the system and vice versa. Our proposed

protocol is relatively efficient based on the

above results since it does not acquire a

high overhead.

After 

is collected in , then

RSUs utilize  to perform the

consensus mechanism by generating and

storing the new block into distributed

ledger blockchain network. We run

multiple tests by changing batch size up

to 100 tx/block to evaluate the effect of

batch size on throughput. Here, batch size

refers to the number of transactions

involved in every block. As shown in

Figure 6, the result shows that the

throughput reaches 543 tx/sec at the total

batch size of 100~tx/block. In this sense,

the throughput is growing linearly across

various batch sizes.

Since Hyperledger Sawtooth supports an

alliance with Ethereum platform [16], we

develop a decentralized and tamper-proof

incentive mechanism for the traffic

information provider  based on

Ethereum smart contract. We utilized

Ganache Truffle (v.2.4.0) graphical user

interface (GUI) as a smart contract

feature in the Ethereum platform with gas

limit setting was 6721975. Figure 7 shows

the illustration of truffle migration

function in our case. As shown in the

figure, we can see that the initial

migration need 246892 units gas with the

total cost 0.000493784 Ether. On the other

hand, 118819 units gas is used to deploy

incentive mechanism contract, with total

cost 0.000237638 Ether.
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Fig. 8. The information on gas usage by RSU

After a new block is stored in the

blockchain network, the system distributes

Ether as a reward to the vehicles

proportionally based on their recorded

contribution in . Figure 8 shows the

information of Ether distribution and the

total gas usage for the contributed  in

data sharing transaction. Here, we

conducted two experiments (Exp. 1 and

Exp 2) to analyze the total number of gas

usage units as the distributed rewards

representation. As a result, the average

gas usage to distribute incentive to 

was 117944 units in Exp. 1 and 117966

units in Exp.2 based on the message size

contribution recorded by . The

minimum gas usage in Exp.1 was 117772

units with 414 and 117792 units in Exp.2.

Meanwhile, the maximum gas usage in

Exp.1 was 118063 units and 118086 units

in Exp.2.

V. Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented the model of

blockchain-based trusted data management

for IoV networks. Here, we use the

blockchain and smart contracts to perform

efficiency, reliability and enhance security

and privacy in the data sharing

transaction.  and  are two smart

contracts deployed on distributed RSUs to

gather the trust value rating and conduct

the consensus mechanism. Moreover, this

model allows vehicles to generate the

message reputation rating after assessing

the correctness of the received messages

from their neighboring vehicles. In order

to motivate vehicles to contribute to the

data sharing transaction positively, we

develop an appropriate incentive

mechanism with a decentralized approach.

Thus, vehicles will be interested in

sharing their data to maintain safety and

efficiency in IoV networks. Lastly, further

studies are still required to apply the

real-time mechanism by combining edge

computing and artificial intelligence

technology in the future IoV system.
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